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ABSTRACT: 

 This Decade, the boundaries between e-commerce and social networking have 

become increasingly blurred. Lots of e-commerce web Application support the process of 

social login where users can sign on the websites using their social network username and 

password authentication such as their Twitter or Facebook accounts. Social Network users 

can also post their newly purchased products on microblogs with links to the e-commerce 

product web pages. In this paper, we propose a novel solution for cross-site cold-start product 

recommendation. We aim to recommend ecommerce product from e-commerce websites to 

users at social networking websites in “cold-start” situations. Coldstart situation is a problem 

which has rarely been explored before. A major challenge is how to leverage knowledge 

extracted from social networking sites for cross-site cold-start product recommendation. We 

propose to use the linked users across social networking sites and e-commerce websites as a 

bridge to map users’ social networking features to another feature representation for product 

recommendation. In specific, we propose learning both users’ and products’ feature 

representations from data collected from e-commerce websites using recurrent neural 

networks and then apply a modified gradient boosting trees method to transform users’ social 

networking features into user embeddings. We then develop a feature-based matrix 

factorization approach which can leverage the learnt user embeddings for cold-start product 

recommendation. Experimental results on a large dataset constructed from the microblogging 

service FACEBOOK and the largest e-commerce website AMAZON have shown the 

effectiveness of our proposed framework.  

Keyword: Cold start, Product Recommendation, E-commerce, Micro-blogs, Product 

Demography, Data mining, Information Search. 

 

Related Work: In our 

recommendation system for 

recommending colleges, we decided to 

take a different approach to the 
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problem. Existing approaches tend to 

focus on user-item matrix techniques 

and neighbourhood approach, and their 

models reflect this line of thinking. We 

still do similarity calculations, but in a 

different way for recommending 

colleges as venues. There are some 

concepts that we use, which are 

common to most currently existing 

recommendation colleges. our project 

systems rely on information derived 

from the online of users, such as 

opinions or ratings, to form 

predictions, or produce 

recommendation of colleges . Existing 

collaborative filtering techniques 

involve generating a user item in fake 

matrix, from which recommendation 

results could be derived. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years, the boundaries 

between e-commerce and social 

networking have become increasingly 

blurred. E-commerce websites such as 

eBay features many of the 

characteristics of social networks, 

including real-time status updates and 

interactions between its buyers and 

sellers. Some e-commerce websites 

also support the mechanism of social 

login, which allows new users to sign 

in with their existing login information 

from social networking services such 

as Facebook, Twitter or Google+. To 

address this challenge, we propose to 

utilize the linked users across convivial 

networking sites and e-commerce 

websites (users who have gregarious 

networking accounts and have made 

purchases on e-commerce websites) as 

a bridge to map users’ gregarious 

networking features to latent features 

for product recommendation. In 

concrete, we propose learning both 

users’ and products’ feature 

representations (called utilizer 

embeddings and product embeddings, 

respectively) from data amassed from 

ecommerce websites utilizing recurrent 

neural networks and then apply a 

modified gradient boosting trees 

method to transform users’ gregarious 

networking features into utilizer 

embeddings. We then develop a 

feature predicated matrix factorization 

approach which can leverage the learnt 

utilizer embeddings for cold-start 

product recommendation. We built our 

dataset from the most immensely 

colossal Chinese micro blogging 

accommodation SINA WEIBO2 and 

the most astronomically immense 

Chinese B2C e-commerce website, 

containing a total of 20,638 linked 
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users. The experimental results on the 

dataset have shown the feasibility and 

the efficacy of our proposed 

framework. Our major contributions 

are summarized below: 

• We formulate a novel quandary of 

recommending products from an e-

commerce website to convivial 

networking users in “cold-start” 

situations. To the best of our erudition, 

it has been infrequently studied afore. 

• We propose to apply the recurrent 

neural networks for learning correlated 

feature representations for both users 

and products from data amassed from 

an e-commerce website. 

• We propose a modified gradient 

boosting trees method to transform 

users’ micro blogging attributes to 

latent feature representation which can 

be facilely incorporated for product 

recommendation. 

 

• We propose and instantiate a feature-

predicated matrix factorization 

approach by incorporating utilizer and 

product features for cold-start product 

recommendation. 

 

II.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
E-commerce websites such as 

e-Bay has many of the traits of social 

networks, including real-time updates 

and interaction between buyers and 

sellers by using their micro blogs. 

Some e-commerce websites also 

support the mechanism of social 

login, which allows users to login 

with their existing login information 

from social networking. There is no 

such system that has adopted the use 

of micro-blogging and other 

demographic information for cold 

start situation where a customer to e-

commerce site is offered suggestion 

of the products. Here we are focused 

on the details of the micro-blogging 

information, demographic 

information, location information, etc 

for the product recommendation. In 

this paper, we face the problem of 

recommending products to users who 

do not have any historical purchase 

records, i.e., in “cold-start” situations. 

We called the solution to this problem 

as “cross site cold-start product 

recommendation”.  We propose to use 

the coupled users across social 

networking sites and e-commerce 

websites (users of the social 

networking accounts and have done 

purchases on e-commerce websites) 

as a bridge to map users’ social 

networking features to latent features 
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for product recommendation. In 

specific, we have a tendency to 

propose learning each users’ and 

products’ feature representations 

(called user embeddings and product 

embeddings, respectively) from the 

information collected from the 

ecommerce websites by using neural 

networks then apply a modified 

gradient boosting trees method to 

transform users’ social networking 

features into user embeddings. Then 

by applying a feature based matrix 

factoring approach which might 

utilize the learnt user embeddings for 

cold-start product recommendation. 

We propose to use the coupled 

users across social networking sites 

and e-commerce websites (users 

United Nations agency have social 

networking accounts and have created 

purchases on e-commerce websites) as 

a bridge to map users’ social 

networking options to latent options 

for product recommendation. In 

specific, we have a tendency to 

propose learning each users’ and 

products’ feature representations 

(called user embeddings and product 

embeddings, respectively) from 

knowledge collected from ecommerce 

websites exploitation continual neural 

networks then apply a changed 

gradient boosting trees methodology to 

rework users’ social networking 

options into user embeddings. We 

have a tendency to then develop a 

feature based matrix factoring 

approach which might leverage the 

learnt user embeddings for cold-start 

product recommendation. It target text 

attribute, network attribute and 

temporal attribute. 
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Fig1.System Architecture 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODE 

 

INPUT:- 

 

Let S is the Whole System Consist of 
 
S= {I, P, O} 
 
I = Input. 
 
I = {U, Q, D} 
 
U = User 
 
U = {u1,u2….un} 
 
Q = Query Entered by user 
 
Q = {q1, q2, q3…qn} 
 
D = Dataset 
 
P = Process: 
 
Step1: Admin will upload the product 

in E-commerce site. 
 
Step2: That uploaded product will be 

seen on Social sites where user can 

view, share and give comments on that 

product. User can send and receive 

friend request. 
 
Step3: All the reviews should be seen 

in E-commerce site when user login to 

E- commerce site. 
 
Output: User will get 

recommendation regarding of that 

product on ecommerce website. 

SCOPE OF PROJECT 
 
1)Easy to advertise product 

exploitation social networking web 

site. 

 

2)Increase the interaction between user 

and social networking website. 

 

3)We believe that our study can have 

profound impact on each analysis and 

business communities. 

 

4)We propose a changed gradient 

boosting trees technique to rework 

users’ microblogging attributes to 

latent feature illustration which may be 

simply incorporated for product 

recommendation. 

5) We tend to propose and instantiate a 

feature-based matrix resolving 

approach by incorporating user and 

merchandise options for cold-start 

product recommendation. 
 

 

 

V CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we've got studied 

a unique hassle, cross site cold-start 

product advice, i.e., recommending 

products from e-commerce websites to 

micro blogging customers with out 

historical buy facts. Our essential idea 

is that at the e-trade websites, users 

and merchandise may be represented 

inside the identical latent characteristic 

area via characteristic getting to know 

with the recurrent neural networks. 

Using a set of connected users 

throughout both e-commerce websites 
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and social networking websites as a 

bridge, we can study characteristic 

mapping capabilities using a modified 

gradient boosting bushes technique, 

which maps customers’ attributes 

extracted from social networking 

websites onto characteristic 

representations discovered from e-

commerce web sites. The mapped 

consumer functions can be effectively 

integrated into a chilly-start product 

recommendation. The effects display 

that our proposed framework is 

certainly effective in addressing the 

go-web site cold-start product 

recommendation trouble. We agree 

with that our observe can have 

profound impact on each research and 

industry groups. 
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